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New Officers: At the Library AGM in September Philip Meredith was appointed the new Chairman
of the Library Council; he is Professor of Earth Sciences at University College London and has
already worked hard as a Library Trustee so he knows the Library well. After 13 years, I retired as
Chairman, and this is my last ACL report. Jerry Lovatt has retired from being Keeper of the
Artefacts and Nigel Buckley has been appointed in this post. Jerry is remaining as a Trustee; he
had served ACL for 26 years and this now brings his time to a prodigious 27 years, and counting.
Sue Hare now lives in the French Alps and has retired as a Trustee but she will remain online
being the, all important, sales manager for the photographs. Neil Cox joined the Library team as
our new Hon Treasurer and become a Trustee. Trevor Campbell-Davis (he is the Hon Treasurer
of the AC) has become a Trustee so we will have plenty of financial knowledge. The RGS have
appointed Robin Ashcroft as their Trustee, and we will welcome Robin. Kimball Morrison (BMC
appointee), a long-term Trustee is staying, so the Library Council will still have general stability
and good continuity for our investment management.

Library Facilities: Improvements have been made by John, Peter Payne and Philip to complete
work to re-jig shelving in the basement; our rolling stacks are really wonderful. Also, the AC has
fitted new and more fire detection devices. John has improved the hanging display system for
paintings in the lecture room. In the main Library, the Visitors Desk is fully running and now shows
the catalogue of our paintings, each entry has a small size image of the painting (or other item of
art); work is in hand extending this to include the artefacts in the collections. Peter Rowland has
photo-graphed 60% of our artefacts at high resolution; more will follow; also Peter Payne has been
scanning 1,000 slides from our member Harish Kapadia.

Cataloguing the Library: Nigel,our new professional Librarian, has brought us excellent database
know-how and is working with David Lund, Chair of the AC’s IT group, to implement the first stage
of using “Koha” in place of our ageing “AdLib” catalogue software. Koha can incorporate images in
each Library record, and can be extended to cross-reference to all types of items in the Library.
This improved search facility will mean that if, say, we look up Mummery, we will find not only
relevant books or archives, but also his ice-axe and his photographs. This is a large project, likely
to be over several years, and the next stage is to include our 240 artefacts where images will be
really useful. Of course, many tests and trials must be completed before we move off AdLib.
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At the AC Library we are never not busy; this year is no exception.
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The Book collections: For insurance purposes, Barbara has led, with assistance from Gordon
Turner and Janet Leith, a complete clean-down and inventory of all the book shelves, checking
book-plates for ownership; this will confirm recent counts and re-valuation of the book collection:
we reckon 30,000 books plus 1,000s of journals and tracts: over £1m in total.

We are very appreciative of all the members who are donating second-hand books to the Library;
the collections gain better and  more copies of valued books - and the sales of surplus books are a
extremely valuable contribution to Library funds. Barbara periodically circulate lists of these to
members via email (or by hard copy when requested). Over the last 5 years, this has generated
over £14,000 for the Library, the conservation of the library stock. Duplicate books have also been
donated to other club and school libraries. We can state the we have never “pulped” any book;
there is always a new grateful owner who can read some of the most interesting mountain stories.

Exhibitions:  The opportunity arose for the AC Library to participate in the London Book Fair in
May, during which 15 prestigious libraries opened their doors to provide a mini-exhibition and
lecture, for the public to apply and book to attend. These included: King’s College, London: Senate
House (University of London); Royal National Hospital; School of Asian Studies; Lambeth Palace;
and College of Optometrists. The Library does have a charitable obligation to the public and
Barbara planned an exhibition of the treasures of the Alpine Club, billed as “The Summit of
Knowledge, the Pinnacle of Alpine Collections”. This was officially advertised and the press took
interest. We had to consider the security of the AC collections. We could hire lockable glass cases
but the minimum period was four weeks; therefore, a programme of three further dates were
organized for AC members to attend. Unfortunately, this was fixed a very short notice and many
members responded to say they could not make it. Nevertheless, a good number of members did

 Scheuchzer’s Mountain Dragons of 1723:     Volunteers: Peter Payne & Janet Johnson:
Left: Barbara checking captions:  Below: Old gear  /  Whymper  /  Enthusiastic Discussion



Visits: Nigel and Barbara are working with St Paul’s School for Girls on a project for their
students; they are studying the “White Spider” and are becoming extremely expert about the Eiger
North Face. Dong Soo Kim from Korea came to see literature on UK Climbers; he is translating
many English language books for Korean climbers.
We received a delegation from the Japanese Alps who wanted to learn more about an Anglican
vicar, Reverend Walter Weston, who had been to Japan on three, 4-year, tours in the 1890s and
the early 1900s as a missionary. Fortunately they brought an interpreter, who was very good.
Presentations of slides were shown by them and by Nigel; it was rather strange because each
speaker had to wait after each sentence, as it was translated into the other language. Barbara
showed books from the collections, written by Weston in 1896, 1918, and 1925 about his trips into
the Japanese Alps. Glyn had been digging and located manuscripts, and Bernie printed a photo.
Both Weston and his wife were Alpinists; he had joined AC and his wife, the Ladies Alpine Club.
The visitors were fascinated to see the original membership application form submitted to the AC
by Rev Weston. Below are some photos of the event, including the customary exchange of gifts.
An excellent event; the AC is now invited to the Alps in Japan for a celebration of Weston’s life.

Legal Issues: Discussions focused on a possible AC-ACL Custodial Agreement; a text drafted in 2003
had never been confirmed. For terms of reference; ACL has used two letters of 1989 between George
Band, AC President, and Mike Westmacott, ACL Chairman. Discussions this year with AC officers agreed
that something much more up-to-date was required.

The basis of the AC-ACL relationship is that: AC own the shares of ACL and appoint five of the seven
Trustees; AC appoints the Hon Librarian, the Hon Archivist, and the Keepers of the Artefacts, the
Photographs and the Paintings. Essentially, the AC ultimately controls the Library. It is not so easy to
understand how Trustees (including RGS and BMC) can be empowered to sign an agreement which
controls the future of the Library? However, two steps move this forward.

An update to the Library structure that meets the original intentions when it was set up in 1971 means that
the Keepers (including Hon Librarian and the Hon Archivist) will become full Members of the Library in
2019. This will overcome a long-standing anomaly whereby the Library was responsible for the custody of
the AC/ACL collections, but the Keepers had responsibility only to the AC Committee. This should ensure
simpler and seamless future custody of all the collections. Two short briefs could confirm the key
responsibilities of: the Trustees to the AC (and in line with their personal Charity obligations) and the
Keepers. Doubtless future discussions will resolve this issue.

Insurance and Valuation Issues:  In around 2006, it seemed that no significant part of the AC historic
collections were insured; this was at a time of very tight finances, subsequently not helped by the bank
crashes of 2008. But this did concern the Trustees who have personal obligations to the Charity
Commissioners and thus the public. The AC were persuaded to insure the books for around £1m and this
included some undefined items of fine art. The Trustees decided that they had to insure the three Ruskin
paintings donated to the Library (for £500k and the Library paid this premium from their funds). Recent
thinking began to worry all of us about being under-insured, and the underwriters were pressing for fully
itemized list of what they were insuring. We all needed to know where we were. An Insurance sub-
committee was formed, chaired by John Dempster, which asked two questions: “What is the current value
of the historic collections?” And “who owned what?” Broad estimates were circa £6m. Now, the ‘Keepers’
have the task of itemizing and valuing each item (or by groups); a huge job.



Ownership Questions:  The Library was formed in 1858; members have donated items ever since. In
1971 the Library became a charity. Briefly, this means: 1) families of donors do not pay inheritance tax
[probably the initial key reason], 2) items donated are held in perpetuity for the benefit of people interested
in mountains, 3) the Library pays highly discounted Business Rates, and 4) Funding bodies prefer to give
grants only to registered charities. The question is “Which items are to be held in perpetuity?” The Library
officers took on the task to list what was owned by the Library, and we have now completed “Ownership of
the AC Historic Collections”. From this, the insurance premiums payable by the Library can be calculated.

Paintings and Photographs:  John has organized several exhibitions of paintings in the Lecture
Room. Zoe Dickey showed modern canvases that captured the spirit of landscape. Our member,
Janet Johnson gave a new exhibition of her latest alpine paintings, and member William Mitchell,
from the John Mitchell Gallery, off Bond Street, gave a lecture on Gabriel Loppé, the artist who
was, we believe, the first European AC member. We have three of his paintings in AC collections
and they were on show that evening. William launched his book - the first in English - about
Loppé, his life and work (LH two paintings by: Zoe Dickey.  RH photo below: William Mitchell)

Peter Rowland and Bernie worked hard with the photos and
now have some 6,000 scanned and catalogued. Peter has
persuaded our members who are both excellent mountaineers
and photographers to provide views for this year’s AC calendar.
Here are some pages: Cathy O’Dowd on Nanga Parbat, to right:

It leaves us to say a “big thank you” to the whole Library team
for all their efforts making this year so successful. They care for
all the collections and they arrange access to them.

It is for me to say how stimulating is has been working with such a marvellous colleagues. Always
something to learn; someone to meet; an event to make work.  I sign-off with these inspiring
photos from the calendar,                                            Hywel Lloyd,  Chairman of the Trustees 2005-2018

Reinhold Messner on Nanga Parbat                                John Porter on Changabang


